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Date:  February 7, 1997     Regulatory Circular # RG97-19 
 
To:  PAR Users 
 
From:  Trading Operations 
 
Re:  New PAR Functionality - Contingency, Discretionary Orders  
 
 
 
Effective February 10, 1997, the CBOE will begin routing contingency, discretionary, FIRM and 
Broker Dealer orders through ORS.    
 
The OEX Floor Procedure Committee has authorized routing for such orders, including FIRM 
and Broker Dealer, directly to PAR.  The Equity and SPX Floor Procedure Committees have 
authorized routing of contingency and discretionary orders to PAR.  FIRM and BD orders, 
however, will not be routed to PAR. Discretionary orders (WITH, NH) will not be routed to 
DPM locations. 
 
Below is an overview of the PAR functional changes to support this enhancement.  If you have 
any questions, please contact Anthony Montesano at x7365, or Gerard Trujillo at x7185. 
 

 A new PAR Profile option is available, "ACCEPT CONTINGENCY ORDERS".  If 
 activated, any contingency, discretionary, FIRM or BD orders routed to the crowd by 
 the firm will be displayed on the workstation.  If not activated, such orders will print 
 on the crowd printer. 
 

 Contingency, discretionary, FIRM and BD orders may be SORTED, but will not be  
included in a BUNDLE. 

 
 

 Since AON, FOK, IOC and MIN orders are now RAES-eligible, they are also  
 candidates for NBBO and Book-touches-Market rejects to PAR 
 
 

 The <BOOK> button will be disabled for contingency, discretionary, FIRM and BD 
 orders. 
 



 The ORS-ID column on the PAR order display has been replaced by a  
 "CONTINGENCY" column.  Information will be displayed for individual orders when 
appropriate.  New functionality is as follows: 
 
 

All-or-None  ==> Displays AON in the CONTINGENCY column 
PAR does not allow partial executions 
PAR does allow partial cancels 

Fill-or-Kill  ==> Displays FOK in the CONTINGENCY column 
Par does not allow partial executions  
PAR does allow partial cancels 

Immediate-or-Cancel ==> Displays IOC in the CONTINGENCY column 
PAR allows partial executions and cancels 

Minimum  ==> Displays MIN<qty> in the CONTINGENCY col 
PAR does not allow executions < MIN qty 
PAR does not allow cancels to reduce<MIN qty 
Partial cxl rqst and CX/REs print in firm booth 

Stop   ==> Displays STP in the CONTINGENCY column 
PAR allows executions at any price 

Market-if-touched ==> Displays MIT in the CONTINGENCY column 
PAR allows executions at any price 

Market-on-close ==> Displays MOC in the CONTINGENCY column   
    and MKT in the PREMIUM 

Limit-on-close ==> Displays CLO in the CONTINGENCY column 
PAR allows executions at any price 

Not Held  ==> Displays NH in the CONTINGENCY column 
WITH<discretion> ==> Displays WITH<disc> in the CONTINGENCY   

    column PAR allows executions at limit + or -    
    discretion 


